Entry level Software Engineer - DotNet

We are looking for an entry level software programmer. The Candidates who are in CPT /OPT or any Engineering/Sciences or all eligible to work in the US are encouraged to apply.

SummitWorks Technologies Inc allows us to focus on providing you with the most flexible, cost-effective technology solutions crucial to sustaining your competitive advantage in this increasingly complex marketplace. We deliver the strategies, personnel, tools and resources that enable you to succeed.

SummitWorks Client Solution Teams are specialized in:
Project-based consulting
Custom Application Development
Application Maintenance & Support
Application Re-engineering
Selective Outsourcing onsite / onshore / offshore solutions

Requirements:
• Basic understanding of software development principles
• Good analytical and problem solving abilities
• Knowledge of any programming i.e C, C++, Java etc
• Basic understanding of Sql, C#, .NET, JAVA, Java Script., Oops
• Must be a team player with excellent communication and problem solving skills and have experience working with customers across teams.

Key Words: Entry level dotnet developer / Entry level .net developer / Entry level software developer / entry level software programmer

If interested, contact:
Nitin Pandey
732 626 9654
nitin.pandey@summitworks.com